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FASTRAX™

SHROUD INSTALLATION
MOTOR SHROUD INSTALLATION

1. Install shroud over the motor assembly, Figure 34.

CENTER SHROUD INSTALL (RADIAL ONLY)

1. Remove (6) outside screws from existing spiral track (may

need to use grip pliers to hold spacer from turning) and

fasten end brackets to the spirals, Figure 35.

2. Remove top clamp piece from the (3) wall mount

brackets.

3. Fasten top of end wall brackets, 1 13/16" above spiral end

brackets and 1/4" to inside face of spiral. Set track into

end brackets and install top clamp piece previously

removed.

4. Measure distance from inside to inside of spiral track and

place a mark on the wall. Level track and install center

wall mount bracket on previously made center line.

5. Install center support tubes with groove facing out (using

3/8" hardware) to the end brackets on the spiral. For the

bottom tube, install top bolt only, rotate tube outward,

approx. 30° to line up install holes and temporarily insert

bolt.

6. Starting on the left side, snap top of end center shroud

piece angles into wall track, and then bottom track.

Overhang shroud end piece over spiral bracket by 1/4".

Repeat procedure until all center shroud pieces are into

the track with a minimum 2" overlap. If narrow piece is

included, place in the center. When complete, remove

install bolt, rotate bottom support tube and install bolt.

7. Place screws on ends and seams only to hold shroud

pieces in place.

8. Caulk from wall to wall track.

FIGURE 34 - SHROUD

FIGURE 35 - CENTER SHROUD
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